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Abstract 

A flexible, robust method for linking grids of locally refined models constructed with different 
numerical methods is needed to address a variety of hydrologic problems. This work outlines and tests a 
new ghost-node model-linking method for a refined “child” model that is contained within a larger and 
coarser “parent” model that is based on the iterative method of Mehl and Hill (2002, 2004). The method 
is applicable to steady-state solutions for ground-water flow. Tests are presented for a homogeneous 
two-dimensional system that has either matching grids (parent cells border an integer number of child 
cells; Figure 2a) or non-matching grids (parent cells border a non-integer number of child cells; Figure 
2b). The coupled grids are simulated using the finite-difference and finite-element models MODFLOW 
and FEHM, respectively. The simulations require no alteration of the MODFLOW or FEHM models and 
are executed using a batch file on Windows operating systems. Results indicate that when the grids are 
matched spatially so that nodes and child cell boundaries are aligned, the new coupling technique has 
error nearly equal to that when coupling two MODFLOW models (Mehl and Hill, 2002). When the grids 
are non-matching, model accuracy is slightly increased over matching-grid cases. 
Overall, results indicate that the ghost-node technique is a viable means to accurately couple distinct 
models because the overall error is less than if only the regional model was used to simulate flow in the 
child model’s domain. 

Introduction 
For many sites where flow of contaminated 

groundwater is a concern, local grid refinement 
is commonly used to achieve both improved 
boundary conditions and adequate resolution for 
areas of interest (Mehl and Hill, 2002; 2004). 
The ability to use different model codes to 
simulate different grid resolutions allows the 
modeling effort to take advantage of: 1) existing 
models that were constructed using different 
codes, 2) features of different codes important 
for the different resolutions and simulated 
processes, and (or) 3) the expertise of diverse 
groups of modelers. This work presents a 
method for local grid refinement of ground- 
water flow models using different codes 

(numerical techniques). Accuratse methods of 
local grid refinement have been developed that 
demonstrate the advantages of having regional 
(parent) and local (child) models communicate 
so that the solution depends upon both domains 
(e.g., Mehl and Hill, 2002; 2004; Schaars, 
2003). In addition to linking distinct models, 
remaining issues that are of conce:rn here are: 1) 
the importance of designing locally refined grids 
that match with the adjoining coarser grid, and 
2) the method used to define hydraulic 
conductivity between parent and child grids. 

Mehl and Hill (2002; 2004:) showed that 
rigorous linking of embedded models is 
important because the common less-rigorous 
methods, such as one-way coupled telescopic 
mesh refinement, are prone to considerable error 
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and, of further concern, that errors are generally 
not detectable or quantifiable. In addition, errors 
between coupled models using the technique of 
Mehl and Hill (2002; 2004) are expected to 
increase when model nodes are not horizontally 
aligned (non-matching case of Figure 2b). 

Previous work has examined up to two- 
dimensional systems with hydraulic 
conductivity fields that are either homogeneous 
or smoothly varying (e.g., von Rosenberg, 1982; 
Quandalle and Besset, 1983; 1985; Forsyth and 
Sammon, 1985; Edwards, 1996; and Peszylisk 
et al., 1999) or two-dimensional systems with 
typical levels of heterogeneity (Mehl and Hill, 
2002). One of the more promising methods is 
the shared-node iterative method outlined by 
Mehl and Hill (2002; 2004), which is an 
extension of the work of SzCkely (1999). The 
primary advantages of this method are its 
accuracy and flexibility. Accuracy has been 
demonstrated through extensive testing and 
flexibility was achieved because any part of an 
existing model can be refined with minimal 
alteration to the rest of the model. Mehl and Hill 
(2002; 2004) use the shared-node method to link 
parent and child models, both of which are 
constructed with MODFLOW. Here, we extend 
the basic ideas of the shared-node method to 
create a new ghost-node method to link parent 
and child models constructed using different 
codes. Specifically, we use the new ghost-node 
method to link a parent model constructed with 
MODFLOW to a child model constructed with 
FEHM. 

The shared-node approach to local grid 
refinement requires nodes to overlap (Mehl and 
Hill, 2002; 2004). This restriction is 
troublesome when models have non-matching 
nodes. It is important to determine whether the 
error introduced by maintaining non-matching 
nodes is large enough that one or both grids 
should be redesigned to produce overlapping 
nodes at the interface between the parent and 
child grids. As an alternative, we propose a new 
ghost-node method that is related to the work of 
Leake and Claar (1999) that accommodates non- 
matching nodes. Simulations with matching and 
non-matching nodes are compared for a simple 
homogeneous system. 

The work presented here is unique in that: 1) 
the numerical methods may be distinct (here, 
finite-difference and finite-volume numerical 

techniques), and 2) model grids with non- 
matching nodes and cell boundaries are 
considered. This paper addresses both issues 
using a test case equivalent to that of Mehl and 
Hill (2002). 

Methods 
In this work, the parent model is constructed 

using the finite-difference code MODFLOW- 
2000 (Harbaugh et al., 1990), and the child 
model is constructed using the finite-volume 
code FEHM (Zyvoloski et al., 1997). Both 
MODFLOW and FEHM have: a specified 
hydraulic conductivity (or permeability) for a 
cell, or control volume, that surrounds nodes 
where hydraulic heads are calculated. 

The flow chart for model coupling shown in 
Figure 1 is based on the procedure developed by 
Mehl and Hill (2002; 2004) and has ten steps: 1) 
simulate the parent model for the entire domain; 
2) interpolate parent heads onto ghost nodes; 3) 
relax the heads if not on the first iteration; 4) 
calculate the conductance between a ghost node 
and its corresponding child node (these 
conductances need only be calculated once and 
stored in a file); 5) simulate the child model 
subject to the relaxed heads from the parent 
model; 6) distribute child boundary fluxes 
across parent cell faces; 7) relax the fluxes if not 
on the first iteration; 8) check head and flux 
changes for convergence - convergence is 
achieved when the change of heads and fluxes 
between successive iterations is within specified 
tolerances; 9) if not converged, apply the 
relaxed fluxes from Step 7 to the parent model 
at locations corresponding to the boundaries of 
the child model - parent cells within the domain 
of the child model are inactive; and, 10) go to 
Step 2 until convergence is achieved. 

The accuracy of the grid-coupling method 
for matching and non-matching grids was tested 
using a two-dimensional idealized test case. 
Head errors are presented as the L1 norm of 
head error, which is the average of the absolute 
values of differences between simulated values 
and “true” values calculated with an analytic 
solution. Total parent error includes differences 
for all cells outside of the child area, whereas 
the total child error included values from all 
cells in the child model except for the cell 
containing the well at the center of the model. 
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Figure 1: Process to iteratively couple parent and child 
models. 

Ghost-Node Method of Linking 
Models 

The links between the parent and child 
models-specified-head boundary conditions to 
solve the child model and specified-flow 
boundary conditions for the parent model-are 
achieved by using intermediary head and flow 
values at ghost nodes. 
Heads 

External head-dependent boundary 
conditions for the child model are assigned at 
the ghost nodes. The ghost nodes, illustrated 
with open blue circles in Figure 2, are located 
within the parent model along a line that passes 
through cell centers of parent cells that lie along 
the model interfaces. The interface between 
models is typically not equidistant from the 
ghost and child nodes. Geometrically based 
interpolations are often used (Quandalle and 
Besset, 1985), although Mehl and Hill (2002) 
demonstrate a modest increase in accuracy when 
using Darcy-weighted interpolation. Because 
Darcy-weighted interpolation does not readily 
extend to three-dimensional problems, only 
linear interpolation is used in this work. Thus, 
heads at the ghost nodes are calculated by linear 

interpolation of heads from adjacent parent cell 
centers along the interface. 
Fluxes 

In two dimensions, flows between child and 
ghost nodes are conceptualized as occurring 
through a flow area, which is an area coplanar 
with the interface between parent cells and child 
control volumes. For the matching case (Figure 
2a), flow passes first through the child control 
volume with hydraulic conductivity, KC, then 
into the parent cell with hydraulic conductivity, 
KP, in series Thus, the effective hydraulic 
conductivity of an area is: 

KCKPd 
KPdC + K c 4  ’ 

Kef = 

where dc and dp are lengths within the child and 
parent portions of the sub-area, respectively, 
d c + d p = d .  Flow through the area of a child 
cell is a fbnction of conductance (per unit 
thickness), which is defined as 

where 1 is the perpendicular length of the area 
with hydraulic conductivity Ken; and d is the 
distance between the child and ghost nodes. 
Flow (per unit thickness) to a ghost node is 
simply the head difference multiplied by the 
conductance 

(3) 

where hcN is the ghost-node (parent- 
interpolated) head and hc is the head of the 
adjoining child node from the solution of the 
child model. For the matching case, flow to a 
parent cell is simply the sum of flows to ghost 
nodes within that parent cell. 

For the non-matching case (Figure 2b), 
flows from a single child cell to multiple parent 
cells are managed by dividing the flow surface 
into sub-areas (differently shaded areas in 
Figure 2b) to distinguish portions of the surface 
that connect to different overlapped parent cells. 
When a child control volume borders multiple 
parent cells, then the flow distribiition into each 
parent cell must be weighted based on an 
effective hydraulic conductivity of the materials 
in the child and parent models, and the overlap 
area of the of the parent cell face with the child 
control-volume face. Note that flow to a ghost 
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